TAKING CONTROL OF CHILDREN’ SCREEN TIME: SOME PRACTICAL ADVICE FROM LEAH DAVIES, M.Ed

1. Be a critical viewer
Teach children to be critical viewers of television programming. Help them discriminate between
fantasy and reality and between valuable and unworthy television content. Ask them to name
programs they frequently view. From the list pick a program that is targeted for their age and notify
parents of your intent. So that each child experiences the same program, you may want to view it
together. Have the children write down or list together what they observe. For example: number of
violent acts, scenes where drugs are used, gender, racial, or cultural stereotyping, unrealistic
events, reckless behavior, sexual innuendo and the number of commercials.
If feasible, have them record the screen time of each incident. Compile the information and discuss it.
Help children create a program evaluation scale (perhaps a 1 to 5 point scale from worthless 1, positive
entertainment 3, educational 5). Have them keep a television viewing diary for a night or a week using
their scale to evaluate each program. After reporting on their findings, discuss what was learned and
any viewing changes they plan to make. For future reference, you may want to have the children make
of list of worthwhile activities they could do rather than watch television.

2. Spot the advertisement
Help children distinguish between ads and programs, and increase their awareness of deceptive
television commercials by asking:
"Is it sometimes hard to tell the difference between an ad and the program? Why is this the case?"
(The ad often relates to persons or items featured in children's programs.)
"What is the goal of advertising?" To sell products or services; to make a profit.
"How do they sell products?" Make the commercials as exciting, thrilling and enticing as possible by
playing to the viewer’s longings and emotions; to manipulate the viewer into being dissatisfied.
"How many of you have ordered or purchased an item advertised on television? How many of you
were disappointed with the item?"
Have students note when a program stops and an ad begins. Also have them analyze an advertisement
of their choice and report their findings.

3. Think about food and drink ads
Encourage children to be critical of food commercials which appear on television. Have them name
food items they have seen advertised. Then have them view a food commercial together, and answer
the following questions:
"What is the name of the item?" "What did the ad say about the product?"
"What nutritional information was given about the product?" "How did the ad make you feel?
Discuss the findings. Have children bring in empty cereal boxes and compare the food labels as to the
fat, carbohydrate, sugar, protein and fiber content.
"Which ones are best for your body and why?" Compare the packaging. "Does the package appeal to
children? If so, in what way?"
Then compare the packaging of a generic brand to an advertised brand. If possible, do a blindfolded
taste test. To encourage healthy eating habits ask children to keep a food diary of everything they
consume in a day or week. Using the Food Guide Pyramid or another viable source, have them judge
their eating choices.
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4. Spot hidden messages about alcohol and tobacco
Ask children to name brands of beer and cigarettes. Put the list on the board. Lead a discussion on
alcohol by asking:
"What do television commercials tell you about alcohol?"
Drinking alcohol is fun, everyone does it, makes you feel a part of the crowd, attracts beautiful girls.
"Is there any mention of the negative impact of drinking alcohol? Are there any? What are they?"
Drunk driving accidents, loose inhibitions, feel out of control, taken advantage of, get sick, possible
addiction or death.
Discuss tobacco products by asking:
"What messages do movie actors and billboards at sporting events on television communicate about
tobacco use?"
Smoking makes you look "cool," a way to show independence, feel tough, look sophisticated.
"Is there any mention of the negative consequences of using tobacco? Are there any? What are they?"
Addictive, expensive, shortness of breath, increase chances of cancer and other health problems.
Have students work in small groups to create their own alcohol and/or tobacco commercials which
demonstrate the harmful consequences from using these drugs. Videotape the groups. The students
may want to perform their "plays" for parents, peers or younger children.

5. Associations with music
Pick a music video that is appropriate for the children's age. Watch it together. The following questions
may be asked:
"Did what you see match the meaning of the song?" "Did you see any violent behavior?"
"Did you see any tobacco, alcohol or other drug use?" "Was there any sexual content?"
"How did the video make you feel?" "What messages were conveyed?"
"Did the producers have the well-being of children in mind when they created the music video?"
"What is the goal of the writer and special effects person?"
After the discussion, turn the sound off and watch it again. "What did you observe?" "What could be
the results from watching countless music videos?" Put the list on the board.

6. Taking action
Get children and parents involved. Ask students what they would like to do to counteract the harmful
messages conveyed through some television programming. They may want to target one program or
one station by boycotting the products advertised. Write letters or email broadcasters, government
officials, or television personalities stating their displeasure. Talk to parents and other groups about
the harmful effects of some television content.
Have the children, school counselor, or librarian present a program on television viewing at a parentteacher meeting and/or put the information in a school newsletter. Copy and use the article titled,
"Too Much Violence on TV? What Can You do?", located under Parent Tips at www.kellybear.com
/ParentsFrame.html.
Help parents become aware of the harmful effects of unsupervised television exposure and elicit their
cooperation in monitoring ALL media.
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